are intended to allow a broader range of participation opportunities in our communities and research should examine interventions at that level.
Other symposia provided practical advice and support for funding and managing sustainable research, and my personal favorite was the mock NIH grant review. In the mock grant review, Dr. Ken Ottenbacher and Dr. Steven Page served as NIH reviewers of an actual application (in draft format) and demonstrated the type of critique that would occur in an actual application. This demonstration was extremely helpful for early career scientists and I believe it may have reduced the mystery and anxiety of NIH application review. At least, that is the effect it had on me. Other participants in this mock review were Dr. Florence Clark (Study Session Chair), Dr. Shane Phillips (External Reviewer), and Drs. Carolyn Baum, Mary Lawler, Janice Burke, Winnie Dunn, Jack Engsberg, and Roger O. Smith (Members).
Because the purpose was to support OT science and create opportunities for networking and mentoring, the sessions were deliberately concise with ample opportunity for group discussion and questions. The panel presentations were categorized in sessions that represented a wide range of OT focus areas: 
E D I T O R I A L
Finally, I believe this year's conference was particularly effective for another reason, which may or may not have been deliberate. Most participants were encouraged to stay in a hotel that was several miles from the University of Chicago, where the event was held. This required coordination of buses to bring participants to the summit in the morning and return to the hotel in the evening. Although some may think this is an inconvenience, I found it to be an effective social strategy. First, once we were at the event, we stayed the entire time until the bus arrived in the evening. The normal human coping strategy of ducking out of sessions did not occur. Sessions were full and the evening social event was highly attended. Second, there is something about a "bunch of scientists on a bus" that is engaging and promotes informal networking and friendships. On a few occasions, the bus waited for an extended period and the only thing left to do was get to know the people around us. Even if this was planned, there could not have been a better environmental strategy for fostering networks among the riders. Moreover, there were several breaks with ample food that encouraged people to sit together and natural connections occurred. The OT Summit of Scholars was a just-right fi t for me in terms of inspiration, practical advice, networking, and social opportunities. It's amazing what can happen when four OT scientists get together!
